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Content elements

General Comments                                                                                                                                                                                  
                1) In general, the whole Framework brings confusion when mentioning reports and reporting, for example, on page 9, 
item 1.18 to 1.20, the text refers to the Framework as a process while on page 24, item 4.4, it mentions an integrated report to be 
linked to other reports. 
2) It is too much focused on providers of financial capital despite of other stakeholders that contribute to value creation. 
3) To improve the glossary with words such as "uncertainty, boilerplate, stock, etc."
4) To avoid slangs or words that would not be understood by different cultures such as "boilerplate".

Content elements p25 4B
Governance with too much focus on the high administration and not on structures, process and policies that guarantee the best 
practices.

Content elements pg25 4B(4.11) pg25 It is not clear what particular actions mean and how they are related to the different capitals. 
Content elements pg26 4C (4.14 epg26 I suggest to consider sector and region after "...are specific to the organization...".

 Content elements p26 4D (4.20) p26

1) The first topic of the first bullet point "relate to the organization’s business model...", might be considered strategic and 
confidential information that most of organizations would not disclosure.
2) The second bullet point has limited number of examples when thinking about competitive advantage. Are those topics IIRC 
would like to emphasize or should we consider more examples incluiding for instance business presence, human resources, etc.

p27 4E p28

Most of the examples and description reflect production or extraction business models that does not apply to services. If we 
consider that in the majority of developed countries services represent more than 70% of their GPD and that financial services 
providers are the companies that most report, there should be a look at this segment of the economy on the IR Framework 
mostly in the business model.

Content elements pag28 4F (4.29) pg28 How to explain financial implications of issues without an international accepted methodology for these calculations. 
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